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Formation of the ring-like patterns of silver nanoparticles (NPs) during drying of 

colloid drop caused by coffee ring effect has been studied experimentally and by 

computer simulation. The drop shape evolution during jump-like motion of its 

contact line was in situ observed. Two interleaved stages of the drop shape 

evolution were separated for computer simulation. The even stages represent 

decreasing of drop height at constant base radius and the odd stages – the fast shift 

of the contact line at the constant volume. The proposed model allows extracting 

the parameters characterizing formation of NPs pattern during drying of colloid 

drop. 
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1. Introduction 

The evaporation of a sessile liquid drop, which is important in many heat transfer 

applications, is associated also with “coffee ring” effect named for the characteristic ring-like 

patterns formed on the surface after drying of spilled coffee. When the spilled drop of coffee 

is drying on a solid surface, it leaves a dense ring-like deposit along the perimeter. The 

coffee, initially dispersed over the entire drop, becomes concentrated in a tiny fraction 

of it [1]. 

Nowadays, the applications of this effect for surface-patterning have emerged [2]. As a 

result of drying of colloid drop deposited on the substrate, the solute particles are deposited 

on the solid surface, mostly along the drop edge (perimeter). Different patterns can appear on 

the substrate in various experimental conditions [3-5]. A number of papers devoted to 

investigation of the nanoparticles (NPs) behavior in a drying drop were published during the 

last two decades [1, 6-9]. The formation of patterns consisted of nested rings is explained by 

two main phenomena. The first, known as contact-angle hysteresis, connects with multiple 

minima of the free energy of a drop deposited on a solid substrate and leads to contact line 

pinning during evaporation [10-13]. The second is capillary outward flow of solvent in the 

droplet induced by faster solvent evaporation near the pinned contact line [1, 14]. The 

thermal and concentration gradients caused by evaporation can lead to circulating flows 

driven by surface-tension gradients (Marangoni flows [15]). 

Recently, the domain kinetics during cyclic switching using stable suspension of Ag 

NPs as the liquid electrodes has been studied in single crystals of the relaxor ferroelectric 

strontium-barium niobate Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 [16]. The acceleration of the fatigue effect has 

been revealed. Moreover, the metal NPs deposited on the polar surface of the ferroelectric 
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crystal can increase the nucleation probability. This effect allows us to predict the qualitative 

change of the domain kinetics with increasing of the NPs concentration. 

The coffee ring effect can be used for controlled creation of the patterns with various 

spatial distributions of the NPs from uniform micron-scale circles to rings [5]. The self-

assembled formation of the quasi-regular nanoscale patterns can be used for creation of the 

structured electrode for studying the influence of metal NPs on the domain kinetics. 

In this paper, the formation of the inhomogeneous NPs patterns during drop drying 

caused by coffee ring effect has been studied both experimentally and by computer 

simulation. The proposed model of jump-like motion of the contact line correlates with 

experimental data. 

2. Experimental 

The stable colloid of silver NPs has been produced by laser ablation in liquid [17]. The 

metal target (polished 3-mm-thick plate of pure silver) covered by layer of pure deionized 

water has been evaporated by focused beam of the Yb fiber infrared laser (wavelength 1064 

nm, pulse duration 100 ns, pulse energy 1 mJ, frequency 21 kHz). The charged spherically 

shaped NPs appeared in the water as a result of condensation [18]. 

The NPs have been deposited on the substrates by two alternative methods. In the first 

method, the colloid drops with volume about 5 µl and average diameter above 1 mm were 

produced by single channel microliter pipette. In the second method, the colloid droplets with 

pico- or femtoliter volume and corresponding diameter about 10 µm were deposited using 

pyroelectrohydrodynamic shooting [19]. The drops and droplets placed on the glass 

substrates have been dried in ambient conditions. The obtained NPs patterns have been 

visualized by optical microscopy (Fig. 1). 
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The inhomogeneous structure consisting of enclosed (nested) macro-rings was formed 

as a result of drop drying (Fig. 1a). In situ observation of the drop shape evolution allows 

revealing the jump-like motion of the contact line caused by pinning by the NPs on the 

substrate surface [6]. Two interleave stages of the drop evolution have been revealed. During 

the first stage, the initial drop height (Fig. 2a) decreases slowly, whereas the contact line is 

fixed and significant decrease of the wetting angle is observed (Fig. 2b). The fast drop 

shrinkage at the second stage leads to increase of its height until recovery of the initial value 

of the wetting angle (Fig. 2c). 

Two alternative patterns appeared as a result of colloid droplet drying have been 

revealed for various NPs concentrations. The formation of the nested rings was obtained for 

high NPs concentration about 0.5 g/l (Fig. 1b), whereas the uniform distribution of NPs 

appeared for concentration about 0.1 g/l (Fig. 1c). 

3. Modeling 

The drop evolution during drying has been studied numerically. The simple model has 

been considered for explanation of the observed jump-like motion of the contact line. We 

assume that the drop geometry at every moment represents a spherical segment and can be 

characterized by radius R, height h , and base radius r  (Fig. 3). The diffusion of the solution 

vapor to atmosphere is considered as the only mechanism of the drop drying. Two interleaved 

stages of the drop shape evolution during drying are separated. The first and all subsequent 

even stages correspond to slow drop volume reduction due to decreasing of h at constant r. 

The second and all subsequent odd stages represent the fast shift of the contact line (abrupt 

decrease of r and increase of h) at constant drop volume. The transitions from odd stages to 

the even ones are obtained, when relation h/rn achieves the critical value (h/r)cr. The sequence 
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of odd and even stages leads to jump-like motion of the contact line characterized by the 

series of the base radii rn corresponding to stay positions of the contact line. 

The rate of drop volume decrease (drying rate) at the odd stages is proportional to the 

area of the liquid-vapor interface at given moment S(t). Let us define the volume change per 

time step as follows: 

 ∆V = −α  S(t) ∆t (1) 

where α  is the drying rate per surface unit, tΔ  is the integration step. 

For spherical segment: 

 ∆V  =  −πα  (r2  +  h2)  ∆t (2) 

At every step of iteration i the value of the drop volume computes as Vi = Vi-1 - ΔVi-1. In 

assumption that the drop geometry is the spherical segment, from the known value of the 

volume computes the height of the drop hi. The volume of the spherical segment of the radius 

R  is equal: 

 V = π h2 (R – h/3) (3) 

It is known that R = (r2 + h2)/2h. Thus, we can write: 

 h3 + 3 r2h −6 V/π  = 0 (4) 

The solution of the Eq. (4) allows obtaining the height of the drop: 

 3 2263 226 /9/3/9/3 ππππ VrVVrVh +−+++=  (5) 

When hi/rn achieves the critical value (h/r)cr, the second (even) stage of the drying 

process occurs. In simulations we neglect the duration of even stages, because they are much 

shorter than the odd stages. Thus, we compute the new drop base radius rn+1 in one iteration. 

At the beginning of each odd stage ho/rn+1 is equal to the constant value (h/r)st. 
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It is necessary to point out that the initial shape parameter of the drop (h/r)o , which is 

always noticeably larger than (h/r)st, can be measured experimentally. Three free parameters 

of the model have been used for fitting of the experimental data: (h/r)cr, (h/r)st, and α. 

The rings of the NPs appeared for jump-like motion of the contact line at all stay 

positions due to acceleration of the NPs segmentation at the drop edge during drying of the 

colloid drop [14]. 

4. Results and discussion 

We have measured the evolution of the shape parameters of the drying colloid drop of 

Ag NPs with concentration of 0.1 g/l. The obtained experimental data were compared with 

results of the computer simulation (Fig. 2). The initial drop height and the radius of the drop 

base were about 490 µm and 700 µm, respectively, which corresponds to (h/r)o = 0.7. The 

total drying time at ambient conditions was about 570 seconds. 

The NPs pattern on the substrate after drop drying is represented in Fig. 4. Results of 

the computer simulation (Fig. 4a) were compared with the experimental data (Fig. 4b). It is 

seen that the shape of the experimental rings deviates significantly from the circular. Thus, 

the effective radii were calculated from the areas: rn = (An/π)0.5. 

The fitting of the experimental data allowed to reveal the crytical value of the shape 

parameter (h/r)cr, = 0.2, the start value of the shape parameter (h/r)st = 0.34, and relative 

drying rate per surface unit α = 0.75 µm/s. 

The simulated time dependence of the drop radius is represented in Fig. 5a. The 

horizontal sections correspond to the drop drying stages with a fixed contact line (odd 

stages), and the vertical ones – to the contact line shifts (even stages). The decreasing of the 

duration of odd stages leads to termination of the ring formation mechanism. It means that the 
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particles were deposited on the substrate more uniformly. Such stage is obtained 

experimentally (Fig. 4b). 

The comparison of the simulated drop base radii rn and the experimentally observed 

effective radii of the NPs rings (Fig. 5b) confirms that the proposed model can be used for 

analysis of the experimental data and allows to extract the important parameters 

characterizing the formation of the NPs pattern during drying of colloid drop. 

5. Conclusion 

The formation of the patterns of Ag NPs consisting of enclosed macro-rings during 

drying of colloid drop caused by coffee ring effect has been studied both experimentally and 

by computer simulation. In situ observation of the shape evolution of drying drop allowed us 

to reveal the jump-like motion of the contact line. The formation of the nested rings was 

obtained for NPs concentration about 0.5 g/l, whereas the uniform distribution of NPs 

appeared for concentration about 0.1 g/l. Two interleaved stages of the drop shape evolution 

during drying were separated for computer simulation. The first and all subsequent even 

stages corresponded to slow drop volume reduction due to decreasing of drop height at 

constant base radius. The second and all subsequent odd stages represented the fast shift of 

the contact line at constant drop volume. The transitions from odd stages to the even ones 

were obtained, when the drop shape parameter achieved the critical value. The sequence of 

odd and even stages led to jump-like motion of the contact line characterized by series of the 

base radii. The proposed model allowed extracting the important parameters characterizing 

the formation of the NPs pattern during drying of colloid drop. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. NPs patterns after drying: (a) drop with concentration 0.1 g/l; droplets with 
concentration (b) 0.1 g/l and (c) 0.5 g/l. 

Fig. 2. Optical images of the drop evolution during drying: (a) initial state (t = 0), (b) critical 
state before the first fast shift of the contact line (t = 261 s), (c) state after the first shift of the 
contact line (t = 264 s). 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the drop shape. 

Fig. 4. NPs pattern on the substrate after drop drying: (a) computer simulation and 
(b) experiment. 

Fig. 5. (a) The time dependence of the drop base radius obtained by computer simulation. 
(b) Comparison of the simulated drop base radii rn (blue squares) and the experimentally 
observed effective radii of the NPs rings (red dots). 
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